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R. GEORGE MoKAY, the author of this Bibliography,
has asked me to write a Foreword to it.    But after a
close acquaintance with his work and its very interesting
Preface, it does not seem that any comments of mine
are necessary except on two points.
My own interest in the Bibliography of Rider Haggard dates
back some years. Most bookmen using this work will, perhaps,
recall a number of Bibliographies for the production of which
the bookman's journal has been responsible. It was just after
the Great War that among the authors I noted for bibliographical
attention was Rider Haggard. When I mentioned the project to
Sir Rider, m the course of correspondence,, he replied • " I don't
think there is any Bibliography of my work, which perhaps is a
pity as I believe that some of it means to interest future genera-
tions ! " Incidentally this reply indicates the author's healthy
confidence in the more permanent appeal of his work—a confidence
which I have seen him express even more markedly in other corre-
spondence As it happened, however, I was not successful at that
time in securing any one having all the qualifications and advan-
tages essential to the compilation of a Bibliography of bis writings.
And now Mr. McKay has come along with his most careful and
comprehensive work. Nearly all Bibliographies are labours of love ;
and thi?- is not only a serviceable and admirable addition to our
Bibliographies of Modern Authors ; but it is further witness to the
wide interest of our American friends in bibliographical science and
the happy uso they are making of their zealous and successful
book-collecting. The activities of our brother bookmen across the
Atlantic—extending with equal success from Early Printing to the
most modern of Modern Authors—really needs no corroborative
evidence. But there is a large section of the general Public most
ignorant of the significance of America's rivalry in book-collecting
and the scholarly achievements it hag produced; and I lose no
opportunity of adding my testimony to that of Mr. A. W. Pollard
and others in appreciation of those achievements.
I should like to add two more names to Mr. McK.ay's acknowledge-
ments : those of Lady Haggard for facilitating the publication
of this Bibliography; and of Miss Ida Hector, who—in her secre-
tarial capacity—for years rendered loyal and valued assistance to
Sir Rider, and who has kindly gone through the proofs of this work.
Adelphi, 1930.

